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Hello Terry thanks for giving Transform
Magazine this interview and sharing your
experience whit our readers. At this of your
life you decided to fix a part of your body.
Please tell us more about it.
Terry Chilkott
>>> I am 41 years old and 3 weeks ago I had
a liposuction of my inner and outer thighs,
my knees and my hips and as well a breast
augmentation.
Why did you choose to have this operation done?
>>> I wanted to have liposuction for a long time because
I was always working out hard in the gym and over 6
years it didn’t seem to have any result on my legs. To
have a breast augmentation was a more recent decision
because my breasts sagged a lot during the last year, so
I decided to do both at one time.
Was it your first aesthetic operation?
>>> No, it was actually my second. I already had a
bottom lift in the United States which left me with
two nasty scars after a long and painful recovery, so I
was very reluctant to undergo aesthetic surgery again,
especially having two procedures at once.
How did you overcome those worries?
>>> Dr. Albrecht explained the procedure in every detail
to me and ensured me that with the techniques he uses
the recovery would be fast and nearly painless. And now
I can say that he was absolutely right about this, I had
no pain at all in the liposuction area and only minimum
bruising. In the breast I had slightly uncomfortable
tension because the implants were placed underneath
the muscle, but this was totally tolerable with the pain
medication prescribed for me.			
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Are you pleased with the aesthetic result of the
liposuction?
>>> Yes, I am very pleased; I really did not expect such
good results in such a short time. It really did change the
shape of my legs totally since I don’t have this nasty layer
anymore on my legs and the texture is much smoother
too. Besides, today it is only 3 weeks after the surgery
and all the liposuction scars are already nearly invisible.
How did you experience the day of the surgery?
>>> Well, I came in a little nervous in the morning and
was greeted by Dr. Albrecht’s assistant and the chief
nurse, both of them speaking perfect English. Later I was
welcomed by Dr. Albrecht when he did the preoperative
markings and once again explained me everything that
was going to happen, so afterwards I really felt relaxed
and ready to go for it. The nurse walked me into theatre
and the next thing I can remember is Dr. Albrecht coming
into my room and telling me that everything went fine.
Did you have any pain during the operation?
>>> I did not have any pain at all, even from the
anaesthesia. I don’t remember anything after I was given
the pre medication pill.
				
Are you happy with the results of your breast
augmentation?
>>> Yes, I am extremely happy with the results; they look
very natural, just like I always wanted them to look.

After your experience could you imagine yourself
having another procedure performed?
>>> Yes, definitely. I will have eyelid surgery performed
in wintertime, because my eyelids are starting to get a
little heavy and hooded.
How did you find out about Dr. Albrecht and
Marbella Clinic?
>>> Dr. Albrecht has a very good reputation here on the
coast and when I asked around I did get to see some
very nice results which made me come to Marbella
Clinic, initially for some non-surgical treatments like
Botox and Endermology.
What would you recommend to any other friend
who wants to have a liposuction performed?
>>> I would definitely tell them to have the procedure
done by Dr. Albrecht at the Marbella Clinic, because I felt
perfectly cared for and recovered quickly with excellent
aesthetic results which made me forget a bit about the
bad experience I had with my previous operation in the
United States.
Thank you very much for this interview, Terry.

What do you think about the scars, do they bother you?
>>> I would ask: What scars? There aren’t any to see
because Dr. Albrecht chose to approach via the areola
and on the border of the pigmented area the short scars
are barely identifiable.
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